SELF-CONTAINED HEATING AND COOLING UNITS
DESIGNED FOR PERFORMANCE AND FLEXIBILITY.
MAGIC-PAK® MAKES EVERY JOB EASIER.

Magic-Pak M-Series™ heating and cooling units are the ideal choice for multifamily buildings. The perfect combination of performance, convenience and flexibility, these self-contained units are simple to install and easy to maintain.

Made to work, designed to fit.

**Plug-and-play design**
- saves time and money during installation.

**Self-contained design**
- reduces commissioning time at building completion.

**Forward-facing components**
- make units easy to access from one location.

**No outdoor elements**
- such as refrigerant lines or condensing units are needed.

**All-in-one, compact units**
- simplify specification during the design phase.

**Uniform design offers consistency**
- from room to room and floor to floor, reducing installation time and costs.

**Internally fastened units**
- reduce the need for external base pads, chaseways and utility connections.

Concealed in a closet, the M-Series unit is easily accessible for maintenance.
Maintaining the building’s design.

**Compact design**
minimizes building penetration.

**Maintains indoor design aesthetic**
with closet-mounted units installed discreetly out of sight.

**Customizable exterior louvers**
extend creative possibilities, without compromising the building’s façade.
INSIDE MAGIC-PAK®
M-Series™

- Available in 0.75-, 1-, 1.5-, 2-, 2.5- and 3-ton capacities
- Minimum 11 EER efficiency rating on all units
- Convenient toolless filter access
- Optional Climate Guard™ epoxy-coated coils
- Standard stainless-steel heat exchanger on MGE model
- Top supply and return ducting
- Factory-installed evaporator drain float switch
- Factory-installed ventilation capabilities
- 5-year limited warranty on parts
- 20-year warranty on stainless-steel heat exchanger

**ELECTRIC/ELECTRIC**
MCE MODEL

Electric heating range of 3 — 10 KW; cooling range of 8,600 — 34,800 BTU/HR

**GAS/ELECTRIC**
MGE MODEL

Gas heating range of 15,000 — 60,000 BTU/HR; cooling range of 8,600 — 34,200 BTU/HR

**ELECTRIC HEAT PUMP**
MHP MODEL

A COP of 3.3; Electric heating range of 3.6 — 9.6 KW; cooling range of 8,600 — 34,600 BTU/HR

To learn more about the new self-contained M-Series™ heating and cooling units or how Magic-Pak® can benefit your next project, visit our website at magic-pak.com.